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Executive Summary
Question: How are users engaging and using the Shop Plan Page?
Few areas of interest to us:
“Favorites” (compare) tool
User Expectations of the Shop page
What we did:
Ran two tests
Total of 24 participants ~20 min of video and observation each
Dual choice states business owners
Findings:
“Compare” functional is an expected and valued feature, and needs to be fixed.
Column view is highly valued. We should consider making that view the default view or at least easier to get to and more robust.
Users expectations of “get this plan” button varied. Suggest several edits to the right side of the plan layout area.
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Why are we testing?
We observe a high drop off rate when users landed on the browse plans page.

27.45%

Percentage of users that stay on
the browse page and exit.

Our testing focused on two main user flows as a way to increase this number.
•

The Favorite/Compare Tool

•

The “Get This Plan” flow
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Favorites / Compare Tool
Hypothesis: If users had a better way to compare plans they’ll
explore more and commit to the signup process.
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Current
Functionality
Individual plan tiles on the browse page have a
“Favorites” button. The user clicks this button to
add to the “My Favorites” tray in the left sidebar
on the page. The user can select up to 3 plans
at a time.
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Objective

Favorites button:

Naming: Does “Favorites”
resonate with the user as
a way to compare plans?
Usability: Does the user
understand how to use
the feature? Add and/or
remove plans? Launch the
compare view?

“My Favorites” tray:
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Current
Functionality
Once the user chooses to “Compare Favorites”
they are redirected to a separate compare
plans page. Plan details are presented
side-by-side.
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Compare listing:

Objective
Usability: Can the user
delete a plan successfully?
Add a plan to the compare
tool?
Does this page provide
enough affordance for the
user to have total control?
Side note: Some users
prefered this view over the
list view and thought it was
more informative.
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Test Objective:
Is the compare functionality being overlooked? Could this be one of the reasons for the
drop off rate on the plan listing page?
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Test participants we’re asked a series of questions

If you wanted to view side-by-side cost of each plan how
would you go about doing that?

“Generally there is a
compare plans...”

“...I'm looking for it ask me
to compare..humm let me
see...Not finding anything.”

“Oh select up to three favorite
plans..oh that seems a little
weird. I don't know if they’re
my favorites.”

Observation The word “favorites” did
not match the mental model of the user
to compare plans. Users aren’t favoring a
plan as a way of liking a plan. They have
to compare plan details first in order to
really favor a plan.
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Test participants we’re asked a series of questions

How would you expect to delete a plan and select another one?
Once you’ve successfully deleted a plan move to the next task.

“If I clicked on the
favorite it would go
away”

“I would guess that
unchecking favorites would
automatically delete a plan
but it doesn't.”

“How would I delete a plan from
the comparison page. I guess I
would un-favorite it. Nope that’s
not how we do that. I can not
un-favor it.”

Observation Favorites has the wrong
affordance in deslecting and removing.
Users can’t remember which plan they
wanted to delete when they go back to
the listing page. This increases the
cognitive load time where users have to
recall instead of recognizing the plan
they want to delete.
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Testing Summary
●

Testers in general had a hard time trying to compare plans.

●

The testers that got it, thought it was intuitive but there were more people that struggled finding and
connecting with the compare process.

●

Testers also found it difficult to delete a plan both in the list view and the side-by-side comparison view.

●

The favorites panel is far removed from the process of selecting a plan to compare.

●

Users wanted to deselect the heart icon as a way of removing a plan from the comparison.

Heuristic Severity Rating: 3 major usability problem. Important to fix.
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Recommendations
Rename the functionality to further clarify how it is to be used.

Change the label from favorite to
compare. Delete the heart icon.
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Recommendations
Move actionable items and controllers into focus at all times; provide user feedback.

Toggle compare button to a
“Remove” state after selecting.
Add a contextual links for users
to compare selected plans.
Fix the sidebar to the browser
window so it remains visible on
scroll.
The compare tray list the
selected plans with the option to
compare or delete.
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Recommendations
Create a new compare view that accommodates more plans and mimics controllers from list view for ease of use.

Expand the layout to
accommodate up to XX plans.
All plans in the compare view
default to a “Remove” state.
The option of returning to all
plans is available in the top
header.
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Browse Page Study
Hypothesis: Users are overwhelmed with the amount of options on the
page and can’t make a choice. Our goal is to reassure the user of the plan
they want and make the experience as frictionless as possible.
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Current
Functionality
The browse page has a lot of call to
actions on it, from getting insured now
to using the interactive plan guide and
selecting a plan.
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Objective

Test the user's ability to make an
informed purchasing decision in
selecting a plan before actually
committing to a plan.
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Current
Functionality
Each plan has a “Get This Plan” button
that redirects the user to the account
setup.
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Objective

What is the up front expectation
for the user before they select
“Get This Plan”.
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Test Objective:
Solicit feedback from the user on research habits. Find pain points before they journey to
the create account page.
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Test participants we’re asked a series of question

Without navigating away from this page,take 2-3 minutes to look over
all of the content on this page and select the most suitable plan.

“I'm going to look for something
that suits them the best with a
low deductible and a moderate
out of pocket max. I like the
Bronze Heritage EPO 500-01”

“It showing me Unitedhealthcare will
be $309 per person per month. The
CTA is nice and clear with the get
insured now looks like I can scroll
down and see several other plans that
compare with this one thinking that's
what I'm seeing below.”

“Where it's saying my estimated cost
I'm assuming...(user hovers over tool
tip). Okay it's saying thats "Monthly
premium amount" which is a little
confusing...you have to click on the
grey area for it to tell you it's the
monthly premium amount.”

Observation Users are exploring plans
and want key information to make a
decision on which plan to select.
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Test participants we’re asked a series of question

Without clicking or navigating away from this page, where would you go
next after deciding on a plan?

“What I navigated to is "get
insured now" because that
would be the way to start setting
up the coverage. Yep the button
is nice and colorful and if that's
the plan you want this is where
you would start. ”

“I would click on full plan details
and provider search. Let's say I
did all that then I would select
"Get this plan"”

“After select a plan I would select Full
Plan details and also the provider
search to see who are members of the
PPO and the area I'm looking at. Get
this plan is a little premature until I
know who the plan providers are.”

Observation “Get This Plan” is a natural
progression as far as next steps after
they opted to see full plan details.
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Test participants we’re asked a series of question

What would you expect to see after selecting “Get This Plan”?

After I select the get this
plan button I would
expect to see all the plan
details

“After I select the "Get this
plan" button I would expect to
have more information listed
about the plan”

“I was under the impression that I had
to "get plan" in order to see the details
because that was the super obvious
functionality. I don't think I'll be in the
minority on that - the big green button
is going to move you forward, but not
give you those details”

Observation The CTA “Get This Plan” is
too committal with users when all they
really want to view is more information
about that plan. Then make the
commitment on purchasing a plan
before the account setup page.
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Test participants we’re asked a series of question

Where would you begin the process of researching plans?

“Actually this is a little
overwhelming I would actually
go to the filters and see if I can
narrow it down.”

I would go to each plan
separately and select full plans
details button. So I would see
the full details and determine
which plan we want.

I would want to click on full plan
details under each of these plans.
And also these little information
buttons.

Observation Users want to see more
information about the plans. Which
reaffirms our position of showing plan
details when users select “Get This Plan”
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Testing Summary
●

Half the users want to see plan details when selecting the “Get This Plan”. The consensus is
that there is not enough information to move forward.

●

“Get This Plan” is so committal that people leave the page.

●

Some users thought that by selecting the orange “Get Insured Now” button somehow
connected the user to the least expensive plan displayed in the blue header at the top of
the page. Others wanted to see more information about that particular cost as if it was tied
to a plan.

Heuristic Severity Rating: 3 major usability problem. Important to fix.
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Recommendations
Display more plan details for the user to make an informed decision.
List View

Column View

Launch a 50/50 split
experiment with VWO
(visual website optimizer)
having the column view as
the default view for half of
the experiment and current
view (list view) as the other
half. The thinking is there is
enough information for the
user to make an informed
decision on the column view
then the list view.
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Recommendations
Re-label functionality to further align with the user's mental model of what they’re looking for.

Change the label from “Full Plan
Details” to View Details. Add more
white space between “Generic
Drugs” and “View Details”
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Recommendations
Support the users in carrying out their task.

$xxx

Add plan details as a stand
alone page accessible from
the “Get This Plan” CTA, so
the user feels comfortable in

$xxx

making an informed decision
BEFORE the signup process.

$xxx

< Return to plan listing

Let’s get started
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Recommendations
Close the gap of execution and evaluation for the user.

Make the plan name selectable
revealing plan details.

$xxx

$xxx
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User videos
Compare test:
Published Videos:
https://www.usertesting.com/r/R_wBWF57TcxMmUjpvYeM
Highlight reel:
https://www.usertesting.com/highlight_reels/fSKVaKeVHeD-RiZT6T3c

Browse page test:
Published Videos:
https://www.usertesting.com/r/vJQbUqKstNSWFAzWVEyU
Highlight reel:
https://www.usertesting.com/highlight_reels/2gFpse_EZw1z_SZUz4RF
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Next Step
•
•
•
•
•

Dev and creative team size effort
UHC stakeholder approval
UX / design
Client approval on design
Change request and schedule the change at an
appropriate release.
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Thank You!
hello@hoverstate.com
www.hoverstate.com
@hoverstate
facebook.com/hoverstate

